Galvan F-Series: The Only Listed Galvanized Ground Rod To Meet All RUS and NESC Utility Requirements ...Since 2008!

Galvan leads the way in ground rod quality.

It’s nothing new for Galvan to manufacture and list a galvanized ground rod that meets the most stringent quality requirements. We introduced our F-Series in 2008 to provide utilities and other customers a full-sized (.625” diameter) rod that meets all applicable standards.

- ANSI/NEMA GR-1 specification
- LISTED to ANSI/UL 467 by CSA for use in US and Canada
- NEC (National Electrical Code – Residential, Commercial and Industrial)
- RUS (Rural Utilities Service)
- NESC (National Electric Safety Code, for electrical utilities)

Most installers prefer the conical point on Galvan ground rods to nail-pointed rods. The rough flashing edges on some nail-pointed rods can damage couplings, causing them to fail. Galvan 5/8” F-Series ground rods and GRC-625G couplings are perfectly matched for safer, easier, code-compliant installations.

See our online catalog, or your Galvan representative, for more information on our complete line of UL and CSA listed ground rods for utilities and electrical contractors, available in 5/8”, 3/4” and 1” diameters. You can rely on Galvan ground rods and accessories.